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Abstract We replicate the strategy-method experiment by Fischbacher et al. (Econ.
Lett. 71:397–404, 2001) developed to measure attitudes towards cooperation in a
one-shot public goods game. We collected data from 160 students at four differ-
ent universities across urban and rural Russia. Using the classification proposed by
Fischbacher et al. (2001) we find that the distribution of types is very similar across
the four locations. The share of conditional cooperators in our Russian subject pools
is comparable to the one found by Fischbacher et al. in a Swiss subject pool. However,
the distribution of the other types differs from the one found in Switzerland.
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1 Introduction

Understanding people’s attitude towards cooperation in social dilemma situations is
important for a number of theoretical and policy reasons.1 To measure attitudes to-
wards cooperation, Fischbacher et al. (2001) introduced a public goods experiment
based on the strategy method. They show that roughly half of their subjects are con-
ditional cooperators, between 20 and 30 percent are free-riders and the rest follows
other patterns.2 Fischbacher et al. conducted their experiment with students in Zurich
(Switzerland). This begs the question whether their results can be generalized to other
subject pools.

In this study we replicate the experiment by Fischbacher et al. in Russia. Rus-
sia is interesting for testing the robustness of the Fischbacher et al. findings because
strong socio-economic and cultural differences exist between Russia and Switzer-
land. These differences might translate into differences of measured cooperation pref-
erences, as there is evidence that cultural backgrounds might matter for cooperation
(e.g., Gächter et al. 2005; Kocher et al. 2007). We replicate the Fischbacher et al. ex-
periment in four locations. This provides us with a strong robustness test for replica-
bility because it allows for separating replicability within a society from potential
cultural differences that might exist between societies.3

2 Experimental design and procedures

To measure conditional cooperation we used the exact same protocol as Fischbacher
et al., which allows for the elicitation of subjects’ preferences with regard to condi-
tional cooperation. This design uses a variant of the strategy method. The subjects’
task is to choose their contribution conditional on the average contribution of the
other subjects in the group.

The basic decision situation is a standard one-shot linear public goods game. Sub-
jects are randomly assigned to groups of four people. Each subject is endowed with
20 tokens, which she can either keep for herself or contribute to a “project”, the public
good. The payoff function is given as

πi = 20 − gi + 0.4
4∑

j=1

gj ,

1See Gächter (2007) for a discussion and review of the literature.
2This evidence is consistent with a number of findings from experiments with different designs that do not
use the strategy-method or related designs. See for instance Keser and van Winden (2000), Gächter and
Thöni (2005) and Croson (2007).
3The locations where we ran our experiments also differed in their socio-economic backgrounds. Two
locations are large cities and the other two are small villages, allowing for a comparison between urban
and rural subject pools. This is potentially interesting because the urban-rural gap is a very profound
distinction in social background widely discussed in sociology (see e.g. Durkheim 1960). Social structures
in rural areas are characterized by kinship relationships and stable networks (Wirth 1964). Such structures
might foster cooperation (Bowles and Gintis 2002).
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where the public good is equal to the sum of the contributions of all group members.
Contributing a token to the public good yields a private marginal return of 0.4 and the
social benefit is 1.6. Under standard assumptions all players keep their endowment
for themselves.

In the experiment subjects had to choose their contribution in two variants: the
unconditional and the conditional contribution. The unconditional contribution was
simply a number between 0 and 20 as in the usual one-shot public goods game. For
the conditional contribution subjects had to enter a “contribution table”. They were
shown a table of all 21 possible values of the average contribution of the other group
members (rounded to integers) and were asked to enter a contribution for all cases.
After all subjects had made their entries, a random device (throw of a die) selected
one subject of each group to be the “conditional contributor”. This subject’s contri-
bution was determined by her contribution table. For the remaining three subjects the
unconditional contribution was decisive.

We went to great lengths to maximize comparability with the original experi-
ment by Fischbacher et al.4 The only difference is that we had to run the experi-
ments in classroom while the original experiments were conducted in a computer
lab. Apart from that, exactly the same parameters and instructions were used. The
experiments were conducted in a large classroom. Cardboard partitions separated the
subjects from each other to avoid observer effects. The original instructions used by
Fischbacher et al. were translated from German into Russian (available upon request).
Another translator translated them back into German, to ensure that the Russian sub-
jects received the same instructions. During the experiment payments were calculated
in an experimental currency unit. As in the original experiment incentives were such
that they well covered the opportunity cost of taking part in the experiment.5 The
experiments lasted about two hours. The average earnings in Russia were €2.17.

All Russian experiments were run under the supervision of one of the authors
(B.H.), who speaks Russian fluently. Local assistants supported him. He conducted
the experiment according to the script from the original experiments. All participants
had to read the instructions and solve a series of control questions. Subjects who
showed problems in understanding the task were given assistance. The experiment
did not start until all subjects had correctly solved the control questions.

All participants were undergraduate students and were recruited from large
classes. We conducted the experiments in four different universities across Russia.
Two of them are located in rural areas, namely in Ust-Kinel (roughly 700 miles east
of Moscow) and Kokino (350 miles west of Moscow), which are small cities with
roughly 5000 inhabitants each. The other two are located in urban areas, namely in
the cities Kursk and Belgorod, which are both regional capitals of similar size (around
350,000 inhabitants) located south of Moscow.

4See Roth et al. (1991) for a discussion of methodological issues in conducting cross-cultural experiments.
5We questioned ten subjects who did not take part in the experiment about the hourly wages of typical
student side jobs and set the exchange rate such that the average payment was slightly above the amount
of money subjects could have earned during the two hours.
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Fig. 1 Average contribution
according to the contribution
table, total and for selected types

3 Results

As Fischbacher et al. (2001), we use the data from the contribution table to clas-
sify the subjects into four categories, namely conditional cooperators, free riders,
triangle contributors, and others. All subjects whose contribution table shows ei-
ther a monotonically increasing pattern or has a significant positive slope (p < 0.01,
Spearman rank correlation) are classified as conditional cooperators. A free rider is
a subject who always contributes zero. Triangle contributors are subjects who have
a significantly increasing pattern up to some maximum and a significantly decreas-
ing pattern thereafter (p < 0.01, Spearman rank correlation). The category others
consists of all remaining subjects.

Figure 1 shows the average contribution according to the contribution table of the
subjects classified as conditional cooperators, free riders, and triangle contributors
across all locations. The pattern of the subjects classified as conditional cooperators
is very similar to the pattern observed in Fischbacher et al. The majority of condi-
tional cooperators contribute somewhat less than the average of the other subjects’
contributions.

Table 1 shows the frequency of the four types in the four locations and the whole
data set. For comparison we also show the distribution of types observed by Fis-
chbacher et al. (2001). The share of conditional cooperators varies from 47.7 to 60.0
percent (insignificantly different across the four locations, p = 0.664, Fisher’s ex-
act test). The share of conditional cooperators is surprisingly similar to the results
reported in Fischbacher et al. (2001) and a subsequent study by Fischbacher and
Gächter (2006).

The share of free riders varies the most across locations (between 1.9 and 11.4
percent). However, these differences are insignificant (p = 0.191, Fisher’s exact test).
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Table 1 Distribution of types in the four locations and the whole data set. n is the number of observations.
The last column shows the distribution of types observed by Fischbacher et al. (2001)

Rural Urban Total Fischbacher et al.

Ust-Kine Kokino Belgorod Kursk

n 44 44 20 52 160 44

Conditional cooperators 47.7% 56.8% 60.0% 59.6% 55.6% 50.0%

Free rider 4.5% 11.4% 10.0% 1.9% 6.3% 29.5%

Triangle contributors 4.5% 4.5% 10.0% 11.5% 7.5% 13.6%

Others 43.2% 27.3% 20.0% 26.9% 30.6% 6.8%

The share of triangle contributors varies between 4.5 and 11.5 percent, but again
the differences are insignificant (p = 0.481, Fisher’s exact test). Both types are less
frequent than reported in Fischbacher et al. The share of others is similar as well in
all four subject pools (p = 0.207, Fisher’s exact test).

To test whether a rural background of the participants has an impact on subjects’
social preferences we pool the data of Ust-Kinel and Kokino as rural subject pool and
Belgorod and Kursk as urban subject pool. The distribution of types is not statistically
different (p = 0.189, Fisher’s exact test).

For a finer check we ran a probit regression with the following socio-economic
background variables elicited by a post-experimental questionnaire: (i) gender,
(ii) age, (iii) number of siblings, (iv) relative income of parents, and (v) the size
of the city where the subject spent most of her life.6 None of these variables has a
significant impact on the probability of being a conditional cooperator. These results
suggest that, by and large, the socio-economic environment within a society does not
strongly affect people’s preferences towards conditional cooperation.

4 Concluding remarks

The goal of this study was to replicate the experiments of Fischbacher et al. (2001) in
four different locations in Russia. Our results suggest that it is important to replicate
experiments in different subject pools before conclusions about generalizability can
be drawn.

The two most important findings of our replication study are as follows: First, the
distribution of types according to the classification proposed by Fischbacher et al. is
statistically very similar across the four locations. Second, the share of conditional
cooperators is comparable to the share reported in the original study. By contrast, the

6Variable (iv) has five levels, ranging from –2: Far below average, to 2: Far above average. Variable (v) is
a categorical variable for the size of the city where the subjects had spent most of their live (1: Up to 2000
inhabitants, 2: 2000–10,000 inhabitants, 3: 10,000–100,000 inhabitants, 4: more than 100,000 inhabitants).
In the regression we use dummies for the categories. The regression is calculated with 157 observations
where the questionnaire data is complete. Variable (v) is an individual measure for our distinction between
urban and rural background. The average in our rural sample is 1.7 versus 2.9 in the urban sample (p =
0.000, Fisher’s exact test).
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share of free riders and triangle contributors is lower than in the Zurich subject pool,
whereas the fraction of others is considerably higher.

The significance of the first result is that identical procedures led to replicable
findings across four different locations within the same society. In our view, this is a
replication result in its own right, that is, even without comparing the results to the
Fischbacher et al findings.

The second result suggests that cultural background influences attitudes towards
cooperation. Given that we applied the identical protocol, instructions and control
questions as in the original study and used a comparable subject pool, we are con-
vinced that the behavioral differences are not due to differences in subjects’ under-
standing of the task but reflect behavioral differences with respect to cooperation
problems. Such differences were also identified in other studies, like e.g. Kocher et
al. (2007), who investigated conditional cooperation of student subjects in Austria,
Japan and USA and found the percentage of conditional cooperators to be almost
twice as high in the USA (81 percent) than in the other two subject pools (44 and
42 percent). In our case the cultural background seems to have affected the non-
conditional cooperators more than the conditional cooperators.
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